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Books for all ages

The Stone of Sorrow
Runecaster #1

ISBN: 9781459824393

RRP: $24.95
Author: Brooke Carter | Release date: 01/06/20
Publisher: Orca Books | Format: PB | Pages: 304
Size: 28.4 x 19.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: In a land of myth and ice, 17-year-old Runa Unnursdóttir is not
the runecaster her clan has been hoping for. She spends her days daydreaming of
sailing away and exploring the world instead of studying the runes and learning her
spells. The villagers consider her odd, in looks and in manner. She’s nothing like
her talented sister, Sýr, keeper of the sacred moonstone that ensures the village’s
continued survival. But when a rival clan led by an evil witch raids the village and kidnaps her sister, Runa
is forced to act. With a fallen Valkyrie by her side, and the help of a gorgeous half-elf Runa is not quite sure
she can trust, the apprentice must travel to the site of an ancient runecasting competition to try to win back
the magical gem. But the journey will not be easy; the three unlikely companions encounter malevolent and
supernatural creatures at every turn. Somehow, Runa must summon the courage and strength to face her
destiny, a destiny she never wanted. Or die trying.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Fantasy / Epic (YAF019030)

don’t miss GREAT NEW TITLES FROM
SHAWLINE PUBLISHING (page 6)
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Simon Steps Into the Ring
RRP: $34.95
ISBN: 9781459821811

Author: Marylène Monette
Illustrator: Marion Arbona
Publisher: Orca Books
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: HB
Pages: 32 | Size: 22.23 x 26.67 cm

The Other Brother

ISBN: 9781925563832

RRP: $14.99
Author: Penny Jaye
Illustrator: Heidi
Cooper Smith
Release: 28/06/20
Publisher: Wombat
Books | Format: PB
Pages: 32
Size: 22.8 x 22.8

DESCRIPTION: Simon tries to be kind. But
sometimes he loses his temper and acts without
thinking, which almost always gets him into trouble.
As Simon begins to understand his outbursts, he
imagines himself in a boxing ring with his emotions.
Can he come out on top and learn
how to acknowledge his feelings?

DESCRIPTION: Jayden James thought his family
of five was perfect – until last Wednesday when
Mitchell David arrived. Now the car’s too small,
picnics are ruined and no one’s paying attention to
Jayden anymore. Jayden knows something needs
to be done. And he’s the only one who can do it! A
gentle story about acceptance, belonging and what it
means to be family.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes /
Emotions & Feelings (JUV039050)

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Family / Siblings
(JUV013070)

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN HARDBACK
ISBN: 9781925563689
RRP: $24.99 | Release date: 28/02/20
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Big Whales, Small World

ISBN: 9781459825024

RRP: $19.95
Author: Mark Leiren-Young | Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Board Book | Pages: 24
DESCRIPTION: In Big Whales, Small World you will meet whales from around
the world. This rhyming photographic board book visits the oceans of places like
New Zealand, Russia and South America. Writer, filmmaker and orca activist Mark
Leiren-Young introduces young readers to blue whales bigger than dinosaurs and tiny vaquitas who swim
close to shores.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Marine Life (JNF003150)

Bath Time!

ISBN: 9781459821309

RRP: $19.95
Author: Eric Walters | Illustrator: Ag Jatkowska | Publisher: Orca Book
Publishers | Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Board Book | Pages: 20
DESCRIPTION: What makes bath time fun for baby? Bath toys! From parading
penguins and splashing seals to frolicking frogs and bathing beavers, these joyful
animal toys are ready to play. Join the splashy party in the tub…you may even get
wet too! Bright, vibrant illustrationsnfrom Christine Battuz match the energy of a baby in the bath as you’re
introduced to Eric Walters’s animal alliterations across each page. It’s just good clean fun!
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Marine Life (JUV002170)

Shalom Bayit

ISBN: 9781541542471

RRP: $12.95
Author: Linda Elovitz Marshall | Illustrator: Christine Battuz | Publisher: KarBen Publishing | Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Board Book | Pages: 12
DESCRIPTION: A home’s a cozy, restful place, a safe and loving family space.
ustrations and simple, rhyming text explore homes of all sorts where people and
animals dwell, in light of the Jewish concept of peace in the home, Shalom bayit.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

Havdalah Is Coming!

ISBN: 9781541521636

RRP: $12.95
Author: Tracy Newman | Illustrator: Viviana Garofoli | Publisher: Kar-Ben
Publishing | Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Board Book | Pages: 12
DESCRIPTION: The ninth in the popular Jewish holiday board book series by
Newman and Garofoli, a family and their puppy celebrate Havdalah, the weekly
ritual celebrating the end of Shabbat and welcoming the new week.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

All prices include GST
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Buen Shabat, Shabbat Shalom

ISBN: 9781541542464

RRP: $12.95
Author: Sarah Aroeste | Illustrator: Ayesha L. Rubio | Publisher: Kar-Ben
Publishing | Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Board Book | Pages: 12
DESCRIPTION: With a Ladino word introduced on each page, a Sephardic Jewish
family prepares to celebrate Shabbat.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays & Celebrations / Other, Religious (JUV017090)

Meg and Greg: A Duck in a Sock

ISBN: 9781459824904

RRP: $24.95
Author: Elspeth Rae, Rowena Rae | Illustrator: Elisa Gutierrez | Publisher: Orca
Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 168
DESCRIPTION: A Duck in a Sock is the first book in a series designed for shared
reading between a child learning to read and an experienced reader. The stories have
special features to help a child with dyslexia or another language-based learning
difficulty find reading success. Meg and Greg are hanging out for the summer doing
what ten-year-olds do—helping an injured duckling, finding a lost pet fish, saving ranch animals from a
wildfire and catching a wandering sloth! Jump inside to join Meg and Greg on their adventures.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Language Arts / Vocabulary & Spelling (JNF029040)

Princess Angelica, Junior Reporter

ISBN: 9781459823587

RRP: $14.95
Author: Monique Polak, Illustrated by Jane Heinrichs | Release Date: 01/06/2020
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Format: Paperback | Pages: 112 | Size: 13.34 x
19.37 cm
DESCRIPTION: Angelica, aka Jelly, is confused for a junior reporter and decides to make
the most of her mistaken identity to learn what it’s like to be a real journalist. Jelly and her
bestie, Joon, are soon busy with problems at the new library, trouble in the lap lane at the local pool and a
predicament in a rare-book room. With her keen observational abilities and a knack for creative solutions,
Jelly soon has more than enough material for an article. But will she be able to keep up the ruse when a
new friend starts nosing around?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories (JUV019000)

ALSO AVAILABLE
Princess Angelica,
Camp Catastrophe
9781459815384
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Princess Angelica,
Part-Time Lion Trainer
9781459815476

RRP: $12.95

RRP: $12.95

Release Date: 01/07/2018

Release Date: 01/04/2019
All prices include GST
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Beautiful Shades of Brown:
The Art of Laura Wheeler Waring

ISBN: 9781939547651

RRP: $34.95
Author: Nancy Churnin, Illustrated by Felicia Marshall | Publisher: Creston |
Release Date: 01/06/20 | Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Trim: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
DESCRIPTION: Growing up in the late 19th century, Laura Wheeler Waring didn’t
see any artists who looked like her. She didn’t see any paintings of people who
looked like her, either. As a young woman studying art in Paris, she found inspiration
in the works of Matisse and Gaugin to paint the people she knew best.
Back in Philadelphia, the Harmon Foundation commissioned her to paint portraits of accomplished AfricanAmericans. Her portraits still hang in Washington DC’s National Portrait Gallery, where children of all races
can admire the beautiful shades of brown she captured.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography & Autobiography / Art (JNF007010)

A Girl Like Me

ISBN: 9781541557772

RRP: $34.95
Author: Angela Johnson, Illustrated by Nina Crews | Publisher: Millbrook
Press | Release Date: 01/06/20 | Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Trim: 23.5 x
27.94 cm
DESCRIPTION: Empower young readers to embrace their individuality, reject
societal limitations, and follow their dreams. This inspiring picture book brings
together a poem by acclaimed author Angela Johnson and Nina Crews’s
distinctive photocollage illustrations to celebrate girls of color.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Diversity & Multicultural (JNF069000)

Pride: The Celebration and the Struggle

ISBN: 9781459821248

Updated edition
RRP: $42.95

Author: Robin Stevenson | Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date:
01/06/20 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 168 | Size: 19.05 x 22.86 cm
This new edition celebrates the LGBTQ+ community’s diversity and the incredible
victories of the past 50 years—but it also has a larger focus on activism, the need
to keep fighting for equality and freedom around the world and the important role that young people are
playing. It includes many new Proud Moments and Queer Facts as well as a profile of LGBTQ+ refugees
from Indonesia, a story about a Pride celebration in a refugee camp in Kenya and profiles of young activists,
including teens from a Gender and Sexuality Alliance organizing Pride in Inuvik and a trans girl from
Vancouver fighting for inclusion and support in schools. There is also a section on being an ally, a profile of
a family with two gay dads (one of them trans) and much, much more!
School Library Journal, starred review:
“An indispensable and celebratory primer on the ongoing fight for LGBTQ+ rights. An excellent resource
that is as thorough as it is visually appealing.”
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / LGBT (JNF053080)
All prices include GST
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NOW DISTRIBUTING shawline publishing
Paper & Fire

AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN: 9780648368632

RRP: $24.95
Author: Edwin J McBride | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 264
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: This complex psychological novel tells of love, loss, illness, pain, death,
and the tangled web woven when people who love each other hide the truth and hold
onto traumatic memories. Moving across two generations, where love overcomes grief,
damage and loneliness. A woman abandoned; a man tormented and a daughter deceived entwined in a
story that has at its heart the life and death of a writer, and the impact his life and his writing have on his
intimate circle and their connections. A tale of gritty realism…a journey into the darker side of relationships
that create disturbing psychological complexity and tension.
BISAC: FICTION / Thrillers / Psychological (FIC031080)

The Arbor Girls

AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN: 9780648368694

RRP: $24.95
Author: J D Murphy | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 268
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Maeve Fossard, a nurse during the bombings of Bristol in WW1, wants
to escape the pain and suffering around her. A trip to a pub and a chance meeting
with a stranger named Colin, changes her life. The shadow world of spies and politics
becomes a reality. Through two World Wars, the Cold War and into the Sixties; from England to Australia,
she encounters ultimate highs and soul sapping lows. Every action has consequences. Her companions,
Margaret and Allison, their fates entwined, join a rich tapestry of characters in her endeavours to create an
invisible dynasty of social reform which will continue through to the future and span the globe...
BISAC: FICTION / Historical (FIC014000)

The Birth of Anna

AVAILABLE NOW

RRP: $24.95

ISBN: 9780648368656

Author: Edwin J McBride | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 212
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Expecting parents, Michael and Michelle Armstrong, look forward to the
birth of their first child, Anna, yet Michael finds himself captive to a crazed ICE addict,
leaving Michelle to suffer an unexpected difficult delivery… Braxton City is immersed in
fear as a calculating killer abducts, rapes, tortures then kill’s young women without remorse and leaves
nothing but battered corpses around the city; only to raise more questions than uncover needed answers
for the police. Detective Paul Anderson, burdened by the case, learns of a female victim who has escaped
the very serial killer they hunt…only what she knows will put her in grave danger and thrust the city into
absolute shock if the truth she holds is revealed… A complex and utterly enthralling thriller that asks a
burning question…
BISAC: FICTION / Thrillers / Psychological (FIC031080)
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A Life Singular

AVAILABLE NOW

RRP: $24.95

ISBN: 9780648733515

Author: Lorraine Pestell | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 300
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm | Edition: 2nd
DESCRIPTION: Jeff Diamond built a life of influence and wealth by making choices for all
the right reasons. He lived by the law of reciprocity; a lesson learned on the streets as a
teenager with nothing but an unquenchable thirst for knowledge. Plagued by the scars of a
violent childhood, he created his vision and fought for it. And once he no longer needed to fight for himself,
he fought for others. Yet when Jeff’s dream girl, Lynn, is taken from him by the act of a jealous misfit from
his home town, the billionaire realises why he had succeeded while so many others like him were destined
to fail. The secret, he discovers, lay in the relentless pursuit of love and wisdom; life’s two magic ingredients.
Lynn was gone; his remaining days now only to account for their life together and inspire young people to
make his type of choices, not those of the desperate misfit named García. Part One of Volume One - an
amazing journey through life’s experiences in this fourteen-part series of love, passion and hope…
BISAC: FICTION / Romance / Billionaires (FIC027340)

Emigree

AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN: 9780648368670

RRP: $24.95
Author: Jane Ireland | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 251
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: The lives of two women collide as transformative effects of the supernatural
guide them towards reconciliation and open pathways to a fateful retribution. Sentient
beings; Grace finds the term misguided. Since her assault, a pact has been made—with
her protective spirit beyond— promising her glimpses of an unknown future, yet her secrets must remain
hidden from all. A crushing blow was never part of the deal… A young woman, desperate to survive, longs for
another world far from her own. Having fled war-torn Budapest for Australia, Izabella’s dreams for renewal
abandon her. Spanning the twenty years following World War II, and set in beautiful Brisbane and amongst
the dust of rural New South Wales, Emigree explores the universal emotion of bereavement and how a little
magic will change lives forever…
BISAC: FICTION / Romance / Historical / American (FIC027360)

Emotives
RRP: $24.95

AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN: 9780648733539

Author: Janelle Barker | Publisher: Shawline Publishing | Pages: 161
Release Date: 24/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Disarming, warm and always accessible, Janelle Barker’s poems make
ordinary experiences glow. Everything that suffuses her emotive expression is here:
love, compassion, insight, lyrical precision and the clear, simple honesty that reveals
how life can turn in a moment. Musing on undercurrents and connections between family, nature, memory,
motherhood and the world of circumstantial events that have created our culture and our fears. The poems in
this aspiring collection begin on the surface and then delve us, gracefully effortlessly, to a far more thoughtprovoking place. Grounded in experiences and perceptions,with all human mysteries and consolations they
resonate with a passionate, sensuous honesty that only a new Indie Author can expressly create.
BISAC: POETRY / Australian & Oceanian (POE010000)
All prices include GST
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Hidden Scorpion

ISBN: 9780648565796

RRP: $24.99
Author: Warren Reed
Publisher: For Pity Sake Publishing | Release Date: 01/06/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 408 | Size: 15.2 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Fresh back from a stint in Asia, Australian Secret Intelligence Service
officer, Ben Johnson, is posted to Egypt to establish a spy operation. He quickly
acclimatises to the sights, smells and dangers of Cairo, cultivating a local asset who almost immediately
provides explosive intelligence with far-reaching ramifications for the entire Middle East. Other foreign
intelligence services want part of the action, some friendly and others, not so much. As the jockeying for
position reaches fever pitch, Ben and his Embassy colleague Meg, become aware that the greatest threat
to their operational cover, and their lives, comes from inside the system.
BISAC: FICTION / Thrillers / Espionage (FIC006000)

novelty/gift books
Dreamy Days and Random Naps

ISBN: 9781922311139

RRP: $19.95
Author/Illustrator: Mawson | Publisher: Odyssey Books | Release Date:
01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 16.5 x 16.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Mawson Bear awakes and ponders on the art of creative napping.
Scotland The Brave imagines doing great deeds. Professors Caddy and Bree
hold the highest hopes for their visionary inventions. Samantha sees wondrous things all round her. The
Seekers journey all the way to the edge of the world, being sure to return, of course, by bedtime.
Flop down and repose awhile with Mawson and his drowsy friends. Refresh the soul in the tranquility of
simple joys and innocent dreams.
BISAC: BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Mindfulness & Meditation (OCC010000)

ALSO AVAILABLE
She Ran Away from Love
9781925652543

RRP: $19.95
Release Date: 20/11/2018
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It’s a Bright World to
Feel Lost In
9781922200440

RRP: $12.95
Release Date: 24/05/2017
All prices include GST
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information books
Hidden History
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 48 | Size: 18.42 x 23.5 cm | RRP: $16.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: This important series puts the spotlight on the
achievements of women in history—some ignored during their time,
others celebrated but forgotten. Each book features a field of endeavor
and crosses the globe featuring inspiring examples from each continent.
Hidden History boxes identify what made them unconventional and
groundbreaking for their time periods.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography & Autobiography / Women
(JNF007120)
TITLE...HIDDEN IN HISTORY
Women Explorers
Women Inventors
Women Rulers
Women Scientists
Women Warriors
Women Writers

ISBN
9780778773047
9780778773054
9780778773061
9780778773078
9780778773085
9780778773092

Historic Communities
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 21.59 x 27.31 cm | RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Bobbie Kalman’s Historic Communities series has
been revised and updated! This immensely popular series by acclaimed
nonfiction author Bobbie Kalman provides a close-up view of how people
in North America lived more than 200 years ago. Each revised edition
in the series features new full-color photographs from restored historic
villages across North America, updated text and an activity.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / History / United States / 19th
Century (JNF025200)

TITLE
A Child's Day
A One-Room School
Classroom Games
Colonial Home
Colonial Life

All prices include GST

ISBN
9780778773207
9780778773214
9780778773221
9780778773238
9780778773467

TITLE
In the Barn
Schoolyard Games
The Gristmill
The Kitchen
Visiting a Village

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

ISBN
9780778773474
9780778773481
9780778773498
9780778773504
9780778773511
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Get Informed—Stay Informed
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 48 | Size: 18.42 x 23.5 cm | RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: The Get Informed—Stay Informed series is designed
to empower young people to become knowledgeable, active citizens by
engaging with current issues shaping the world today. Each title arms
readers with a critical overview of an issue, providing accessible entry points
to grasp essential background context, and explains related vocabulary to
help readers understand the causes and possible outcomes. Issues are
examined from multiple perspectives, and consider local, national, and
global connections. In addition, readers will be equipped with tangible,
take-away strategies and tools to help them stay informed about ongoing
developments. Includes Teacher’s Guide.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Media Studies (JNF060000)
TITLE
Education Equality
Legalizing Marijuana
Climate Change
Digital Data Security
Gun Violence
Immigration and Refugees

ISBN
TITLE
9780778772767 Plastics Dependency
9780778772781 Universal Health Care

ALSO AVAILABLE

9780778749707
9780778753452
9780778753469
9780778753476

#MeToo Movement
Net Neutrality
Oil and Pipelines
Opioid Crisis

ISBN
9780778772798
9780778772804
9780778749714
9780778749721
9780778753483
9780778749738

Disaster Diaries
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm | RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Disaster Diaries is a timely series that examines natural
disasters around the world and how they impact the lives of people.
This series of narratives are inspired by the accounts of many disaster
victims. Written from a young person’s perspective, each title follows
the story of what a fictional family experienced during and after a real,
specific disaster. Clear, simple nonfiction text also explains what causes
each kind of disaster, in what parts of the world they usually happen, who
helps prevent them or clean up after, and how some natural events can
be predicted. Striking images, statistics, maps, and information about
particular disasters help reinforce the central story. Readers will also learn about the agencies in their
communities and around the world who help people who are struggling after a disaster. Free downloadable
Teacher’s Guide available.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Disasters (JNF051160)
TITLE...HEAR MY STORY
Surviving the Earthquake
Surviving the Flood
Surviving the Hurricane
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ISBN
9780778771142
9780778771173
9780778771180

TITLE...HEAR MY STORY
Surviving the Tsunami
Surviving the Volcano
Surviving the Wildfire

ISBN
9780778771197
9780778771203
9780778771210

All prices include GST
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Astonishing Animals
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/06/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm | RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: You may think you know all about animals, but prepare
to be astonished! This series takes a look at the incredible bodies and
behaviors of some members of the animal kingdom. Upside-down bird
nests, the ability to regrow limbs, and a penguin who is colonel-in-chief of
a real-life army (no, we’re not kidding!) are some of the surprising stories
featured in this entertaining look at the animal world.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / General (JNF003000)
TITLE
Animal Athletes
Animal Celebrities
Animal Disguises

ISBN
9780778769330
9780778769347
9780778769354

TITLE
Animal Engineers
Animal Oddballs
Animal Survivors

ISBN
9780778769361
9780778769378
9780778769385

Animals Back from the Brink
Author: Various
Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company | Release Date:
01/06/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Informative and up to date, this bold series explains
how different animals around the world, once on the brink of
extinction, are now surviving and thriving. Detailed analysis examines
the reasons the animals were threatened, the impact of humans
on natural environments, and the strategies—both successful and
unsuccessful—that were put in place to help the species recover. Each
book discusses long-term monitoring of the animals and whether the
same solution can be applied to other species. Appealing images combine with useful maps, details on
recovery plans, and profiles of the people involved. Includes Teacher’s Guide. A link printed inside each
book give readers access to Crabtree Plus, a secure website with supplemental digital content.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Endangered (JNF003270)
TITLE (Bring Back the...) ISBN
TITLE (Bring Back the...) ISBN
Blue Iguana
9780778768241 Island Fox
9780778768418
California Condor
9780778768258 Southern White Rhino
9780778768425
Black-Footed Ferret
Lesser Long-Nosed Bat
American Alligator
Giant Panda
Humpback Whale

All prices include GST

ALSO AVAILABLE

9780778763246
9780778763253
9780778749073
9780778749080
9780778749387
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Snow Leopard
Mountain Gorilla
Gray Wolf
Grizzly Bear
Whooping Crane

9780778763277
9780778763260
9780778749097
9780778749103
9780778749394
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